Evaluations

- During the evaluation periods may only occur at certified events (e.g., no visits to schools, no nonscholastic scrimmages)
- Count toward the limit of seven recruiting opportunities per prospect and each day counts toward the 130 recruiting person days.
- At consecutive day tournaments count as one recruiting opportunity per prospect but each day counts toward the 130 days.

In-Person Contacts at Certified Events

- No in-person contact (before, during, or after competition) at any location with prospects, their relatives, coaches, or IAWPs.
- **Traveling team** – Prohibition starts when the prospect reports on call with his team until the day after his final game.
- **NLI signee** – It is permissible to contact an NLI signee and his relatives. Be careful not to have contact with relatives of other prospects.
- **Event operator** – May discuss administrative details about the event (e.g., gym locations, game times) but cannot have recruiting conversations.
- **Bump** – A face-to-face encounter that occurs after a coach places himself in a location where contact is possible is an impermissible contact or “bump” even if no conversation occurs.

Communication Rules

- **Prospects**
  - Telephone calls are prohibited once the prospect reports on call with his team until he is released by the appropriate authority after his final game.
  - Emails and texts are permitted when the prospect is not at the competition site.
- **Parents/legal guardians** – permitted to call, email, or text at any time.
- **Coaches and IAWPs**
  - All forms of communication (calls, emails, texts) are prohibited when prospect is actually participating.
  - May call a prospect’s high school coach while prospect is participating if high school coach is not at the certified event.